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High-throughput molecular profiling of solid tumours using core needle

biopsies (CNB) allows the identification of actionable molecular alterations,

with around 70% success rate. Although several studies have demonstrated

the utility of small biopsy specimens for molecular testing, there remains

debate as to the sensitivity of the less invasive fine-needle aspiration (FNA)

compared to CNB to detect molecular alterations. We aimed to prospec-

tively evaluate the potential of FNA to detect such alterations in various

tumour types as compared to CNB in cancer patients included in the

SHIVA02 trial. An in-house amplicon-based targeted sequencing panel

(Illumina TSCA 99.3 kb panel covering 87 genes) was used to identify

pathogenic variants and gene copy number variations (CNV) in concomi-

tant CNB and FNA samples obtained from 61 patients enrolled in the

SHIVA02 trial (NCT03084757). The main tumour types analysed were

breast (38%), colon (15%), pancreas (11%), followed by cervix and stom-

ach (7% each). We report 123 molecular alterations (85 variants, 23 ampli-

fications and 15 homozygous deletions) among which 98 (80%) were

concordant between CNB and FNA. The remaining discordances were

mainly related to deletions status, yet undetected alterations were not

exclusively specific to FNA. Comparative analysis of molecular alterations

in CNB and FNA showed high concordance in terms of variants as well as

CNVs identified. We conclude FNA could therefore be used in routine

diagnostics workflow and clinical trials for tumour molecular profiling with
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the advantages of being minimally invasive and preserve tissue material

needed for diagnostic, prognostic or theranostic purposes.

1. Introduction

With the large deployment of next-generation sequenc-

ing (NGS) and the increasing knowledge on cancer

genomics goes an accelerated demand for molecular

analyses.

Precision medicine clinical trials in oncology, based

on molecular analyses to prevent, diagnose and treat

patients, use image-guided biopsies as the gold stan-

dard starting material to perform these analyses [1–3].
However, tumour inaccessibility and noncontributive

samples limit the number of patients screened in these

trials, which can already be selective regarding inclu-

sion (e.g., previous treatments, tumour type, age). An

analysis showed that among four clinical trials con-

ducted at the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI), 26%

of samples collected did not meet the quality control

(QC) criteria required in the trials (i.e., insufficient

material, low tumour cellularity, poor DNA quality

and/or quantity). For trials requiring sequential biop-

sies (i.e., paired predose and postdose), this rate

increases up to 50% [4]. This number is in correlation

with failure rates observed in other precision medicine

clinical trials, such as the SHIVA01 trial (27% failure

rate), MOSCATO (21%), and WINTHER (38%) [1–
3]. In addition, the invasive character of the procedure

for the patients highlights the necessity to provide

other alternative sample types to perform molecular

profiling.

Most of the samplings are ultrasound (US) or com-

puted tomography (CT)-guided and performed by

interventional radiologists, but there are no conven-

tional guidelines regarding the procedure. Core needle

biopsy (CNB) represents the gold standard for tumour

samplings and is performed using semi-automatic or

automatic cutting needles of 18 or 16 Gauge (G) cali-

bres to obtain tumour fragment. When the lesion is

inaccessible to biopsy, a fine-needle aspiration (FNA)

may be feasible percutaneously or endoscopically [5,6].

FNA is a minimally invasive sampling technique that

can be performed on an outpatient basis and generally

requires needles of 25–20 Gauge. Most cytological

preparations are frozen which provides better quality

results for molecular analysis [7,8]. FNA is the refer-

ence sampling technique for some cancers (e.g., thyroid

nodule, uveal melanoma) [9,10]. Similarly, in paediatric

tumours where tumours can be difficult to access,

FNA is more and more used as it allows a quick, min-

imally invasive and accurate diagnosis [11]. In a large

series of 774 patients, FNA guided by endo-bronchial

echo-endoscopy allowed to determine the non-small-

cell histological subtype of lung cancer in 77% of cases

and to carry out a screening of EGFR mutations in

90% of the cases [12].

Despite its advantages, FNA remains underused in

most radiological teams for molecular screening, based

on the common principle that a larger size of sample

is correlated to a better molecular analysis [13], and

due to the lack of common validated preparation pro-

tocol [14,15]. Of note, CNB remains the gold standard

for diagnosis since the morphology of the tumour is

essential to establish the histological diagnosis. Hence,

it is necessary to determine the reliability of tumoral

genomic analyses on FNA to screen prognostic and

predictive biomarkers.

Several studies have begun to address this question

in specific tumour types. Gleeson et al. [16] successfully

detected characteristic pathogenic variants and prog-

nosis biomarkers by NGS on 102 FNA samples from

rectal cancer. In papillary thyroid carcinoma, Yu et al.

[17] even demonstrated a higher sensitivity of NGS

analysis in FNA compared to conventional methods

for mutation detection. Finally, in lung cancer, several

studies also confirm the feasibility of variants detection

from FNA samples [18–21]. Yet, molecular analyses

obtained from FNA in tumours of various histology

are rare and only few studies assessed the comparison

with concomitant CNB samples [14,22–24]. All studies

suggest FNA is a valuable source of material for

molecular testing, and Roy-Chowdhuri et al. [14]

showed that FNA presented advantages regarding cel-

lularity, tumour fraction and a higher coverage as

compared to CNB.

To our knowledge, comparison of genomic analyses,

comprising both mutations and copy number alter-

ations, between concomitant CNB and FNA on vari-

ous tumour types has not been studied so far. The aim

of this study was to assess if FNA samples could be a

reliable material for genomic analyses, in order to

investigate prognostic/theranostic biomarkers in real

time, in different solid tumour types. For this, we per-

formed concomitant CNB and FNA in patients

enrolled in the SHIVA02 trial followed by targeted

NGS on tumour DNA.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient enrolment

SHIVA02 (Evaluation of the Efficacy of Targeted

Therapy Based on Tumour Molecular Profiling in

Patients With Advanced Cancer Using Each Patient as

Its Own Control; ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:

NCT03084757) is a multicentric open-label nonran-

domized controlled phase II trial sponsored by the

Curie Institute. All patients were included after written

informed consent. Patients older than 18 years with

any type of recurrent and/or metastatic cancer who

failed standard therapy were eligible for the study pro-

vided their disease was measurable and accessible for a

biopsy or resection of a metastatic site.

The study methodologies conformed to the stan-

dards set by the Declaration of Helsinki. The trial was

approved by the ethics committee and the French

‘Agence Nationale de S�ecurit�e du M�edicament et des

produits de sant�e’.

Funding sources played no role in study design, col-

lection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writ-

ing of the report; and in the decision to submit the

article for publication.

2.2. Tumour sample collection and processing

This research was conducted within the frame of the

SHIVA02 protocol, as an ancillary study in order to

answer to secondary objectives aiming to assess the

reliability of FNA for molecular analyses. All other

decisions (diagnosis, results of molecular analyses and

Molecular Biology Board decisions) were based on

CNB analyses only.

Sampling was performed by interventional radiolo-

gist using ultrasound or computed tomography guid-

ance with a coaxial technique. The guide needle (19 or

17 G) was placed in the periphery of the target lesion.

FNA sampling with a 22 G needle (2 punctures) was

performed at first. The aspiration product was col-

lected in a vial containing RPMI-EDTA medium.

CNB samples (4 samples) were secondly obtained with

a semi-automatic cutting needle (18 or 16 G) (Fig. S1).

Both CNB and FNA samples were taken from the

same area, in the centre or the tumour. Biopsy speci-

mens were placed in a vial containing RPMI medium.

All specimens were transferred to the pathology

department within 1 h.

Samples from CNBwere frozen in liquid nitrogen, and

quality QC (tissue quality and tumour cellularity) was

determined from cryosections after H&S staining. For

FNA, samples were split into two parts, one being used

for QC and the other for DNA extraction. For QC, 100–
300 µL (depending on the viscosity of the liquid) from

the suspension were centrifugated 5 min at 700 r.p.m.

onto slides using CytoSpinTM (Thermo Scientific, Wal-

tham,MA,USA). Then, Diff QuickTM (Microptic, Barce-

lona, Spain) staining was used for immediate assessment

of cellularity by a pathologist. The remaining FNA sam-

ple was centrifugated 10 min at 1500 g, and the pellet

was collected for DNA extraction.

For CNB, the estimation of the neoplastic cell per-

centage was evaluated through eye-balling of the

slides, as the percentage of neoplastic cells versus all

cells in the stroma, and was made as accurately as pos-

sible in decile. For FNA, the number of neoplastic

cells was estimated over the surface of the cytospot

obtained after CytoSpinTM centrifugation. The cell frac-

tion was evaluated by a cytopathologist of the depart-

ment, randomly chosen, to evaluate either CNB or

FNA, in the frame of the clinical routine diagnosis.

The global workflow of samples is presented in Fig. 1.

2.3. DNA extraction and library preparation

DNA was extracted from concomitant CNB and FNA

pair samples with a tumour cell fraction ≥ 10%.

DNA from CNB samples and FNA samples pellets

were extracted by the Biological Resource Center of

Institut Curie, using Phenol : Chloroform:Isoamyl

Alcohol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) under man-

ufacturer’s instructions.

DNA samples were quantified by spectrophotometer

(NanoDropTM ND-2000; Thermo Scientific) and

QubitTM (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and

integrity was assessed by migration on agarose gel,

before storage at �20 °C. Then, 100 ng of DNA was

used to prepare the library of an in-house NGS-based

gene panel (99.3 kb, 1504 amplicons) covering 87

genes using the TruSeq Custom Amplicon Low Input

library prep kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) under

manufacturer’s recommendations.

2.4. NGS-based gene panel sequencing and

analysis pipeline

Libraries were sequenced on the NextSeq500 (Illu-

mina). This resulted in the production of two barcodes

of 75 bp paired-end reads per sample, called respec-

tively panels ‘A’ and ‘B’ to target both DNA strands

at all loci. In this study, alterations found by both

panels were considered, but only the values obtained

with panel ‘A’ were reported regarding allele frequency

and copy number.
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For variant calling, copy number alteration detec-

tion and quality control, reads were mapped using

BOWTIE2 (v2.2.5) [25] on the human reference genome

(hg19 assembly) using the following parameters: 1 mis-

match allowed in the 22 bp-seed, 1 alignment reported

per read. Alignment files were then intersected on the

targeted regions using bedtools (v2.21.0) [26], and

resulting singleton alignments were discarded using

samtools (v0.1.19) [27].

Aligned pairs were finally assigned to a specific

amplicon, and sequenced primers were trimmed using

a homemade PYTHON (v2.7.9; Python Software Foun-

dation, Wilmington, DE, USA) script and the PYSAM

module (v0.9.1.4). Amplicon assignment was per-

formed when both first read (50) and second read (30)
matched the amplicon start and end, given a tolerance

of �3 bp on each extremity. At this step, reads result-

ing from the fusion of several adjacent amplicons were

excluded and raw counts per amplicon (number of

assigned pairs) were computed for the copy number

alteration strategy.

2.5. Copy number alterations

Copy number alterations were called using the combi-

nation of homemade R (v3.2.0) scripts and ioncopy

amplicon call CRAN package [28]. Raw counts were

first normalized by the median over all the amplicons

per barcode and then by the median over all bar-

codes per amplicon. Amplicons showing inconsistency

during pilot study were discarded from further

analysis.

In parallel, segmentation of the log2 ratio per coor-

dinated-ordered amplicons was performed using

CRAN cghseg package [29]. CNV statuses were

defined depending on the log2 median normalized

value of the segment which corresponds to < �1 and

> 2 for homozygous deletions and amplifications,

respectively.

2.6. Variant calling

Variant calling of both single nucleotide variations

(SNVs) and small insertion/deletions (indels) was per-

formed on the processed alignment files using a combi-

nation of the mpileup module of SAMTOOLS (taking into

account anomalous read pairs without base quality

recalibration, considering a minimum mapping quality

of 0 and base quality of 17, and a maximum read

depth of 1 M) and VARSCAN2 (v2.4.1) [30]. Variants

were reported if the number of reads supporting the

alternative allele was superior or equal to 1, at a locus

covered by at least 30 reads, and if the allelic ratio of

this variant was superior or equal to 1%.

A dedicated strategy using Amplicon Indel Hunter

(v1.1.0) [31], with default parameters, was applied to

call intermediate-size indels (> 10 bp).

Several files were computed per barcode in order to

assess the run overall quality.

Sequencing and target enrichment quality were con-

trolled using several metrics and affiliated warnings:

(a) number of sequenced reads (warning if below

1 M), (b) percentage of aligned reads, and (c) percent-

age of aligned and processed reads (after the amplicon

Fig. 1. Sample analysis workflow.
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assignment). Moreover, each barcode was annotated

with the percentage of the coding regions of the target

covered by at least 100X, 300X and 1000X depth.

All data obtained after bioinformatics analyses will

be referred to as ‘Total data’ in the following

sections.

2.7. Validation of detected alterations

Total data were then validated using the algorithm

described under this section, to identify pathogenic

alterations.

Variants were classified into five classes: Pathogenic

(known hotspot variants); Likely pathogenic (based

on in silico analysis); Uncertain significance; Likely

benign (probably not pathogenic based on in silico

analysis); and Benign (other variants certainly not

pathogenic).

For SNV, missense and in-frame insertion/deletions

hotspot variations were taken into consideration. Mis-

sense hotspot mutations were selected based on the lit-

erature, the prediction databases PolyPhen-2 and

SIFT, COSMIC public tumour database, cBioPortal,

local variant database and based on the localization of

the variation within the gene (i.e., variant in a func-

tional domain). In-frame insertion/deletions were kept

if described in public tumour database (COSMIC,

Tumor portal, cBioPortal and Cancer Hotspot) or in

the literature. The allelic frequency considered for vari-

ant was ≥ 5%. Variants not considered as activating in

oncogenes were polymorphisms with a frequency

> 0.1% in 1000 genome (08/2015 version) and/or ESV

(ESP6500), synonymous, nonsense mutations and fra-

meshift insertion/deletions.

For tumour suppressor genes, bi-allelic alterations

were considered as inactivating and comprised

homozygous inactivating alterations; composite

heterozygous inactivating alterations; and inactivating

mutations combined with loss of heterozygosity.

Mutations considered as inactivating were nonsense

mutations, frameshift insertion/deletion, splicing muta-

tions, intragenic large deletions or duplications, and

missense mutations already described in the literature

as inactivating.

Variants not considered as inactivating were poly-

morphisms with a frequency > 0.1% in 1000 genome

and/or ESV; silents without of the first/last 2 bp of the

exons (since they can alter the splicing); and unknown

inactivating missense mutations.

Data obtained after validation and selection of rele-

vant molecular alterations according to the criteria

described above will be referred to as ‘Validated data’

in the following sections.

2.8. Statistics

Correlation between frequencies of pathogenic variants

of FNA and CNB was computed by taking the trans-

formed value asin(√(frequency)) and using the Pear-

son’s correlation coefficient. For CNV alterations, the

correlation between pairs of samples was assessed by

taking the log ratios of overlapping segments and com-

puting Pearson’s correlation coefficient with associated

P-value. Multiple testing was controlled with the Ben-

jamini–Hochberg procedure.

By using GRAPHPAD PRISM (GraphPad Software, San

Diego, CA,USA) 4 software,Mann–Whitney test was used

to compare the group of CNB samples versusFNA samples

regarding: tumour cell content, DNA concentrations,

DNA ratios (both 260/280 and 260/230), reads number, the

percentage of mapped reads, the percentage of mapped

reads on target, and the percentage of depth ≥ 100.

Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn’s test was used

to compare CNB and FNA samples’ DNA concentra-

tions within the three groups of concentration ranges.

P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

3. Results

3.1. Patients’ description

CNB and FNA samples from 61 patients enrolled in

the SHIVA02 trial were analysed corresponding to 16

different tumour types (Fig. 2 and Table S1). Main

tumour types were breast (38%, n = 23), colon (15%,

n = 9) and pancreas (11%, n = 7), followed by cervix

and stomach (7% each, n = 4).

Concomitant CNB and FNA were performed

mainly on metastases, in n = 61 patients from six dif-

ferent localizations (i.e., liver, lymph node, subcuta-

neous, peritoneum, lung and breast). The large

majority of cases were obtained in liver (57%, n = 36),

followed by lymph nodes (12%, n = 7) and subcuta-

neous locations (12%, n = 6).

3.2. Both CNB and FNA samples showed no

difference in DNA and NGS qualities

Regarding cellularity, the average tumour cell content

was statistically lower in FNA compared to CNB (31%

in FNA versus 52% in CNB), Table S1 and Fig. S2).

The average concentration of DNA was similar between

CNB [122.1 ng�µL�1 (0–361 ng�µL�1)] and FNA

[147.8 ng�µL�1 (2.9–414 ng�µL�1)]. The large majority

of CNB and FNA samples had a DNA concentration
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> 100 ng�µL�1 (n = 36 CNB and n = 37 FNA; Table S1

and Fig. S3), and all samples had the minimum quantity

of DNA needed for NGS analysis (i.e., 100 ng). DNA

quality also showed no statistical difference between the

two specimens with the same average 260/280 and 260/

230 ratios (1.9 and 2 respectively, Table S1).The large

majority of samples also showed no degradation after

migration on agarose gel (Table S1), independently if it

came from CNB or FNA.

Regarding NGS analysis, the average read number

was 11 426 798 [range (648 474–22 164 826)] in CNB

samples versus 11 240 452 [range (1 227 758–
21 584 380)] in FNA samples. The mean percentage of

mapped reads was equal to 81.78% (1.46–98.63) for

CNB and 83.52% for FNA (12.60–98.37). Finally,

when considering a depth ≥ 100X , the coverage was

of 93.11% (3.88–98.29) for CNB and 95.43% (76.53–
98.22) for FNA (Table S1).

No statistical difference was found between CNB

and FNA samples regarding DNA concentrations,

DNA ratios (both 260/280 and 260/230), reads num-

ber, percentage of mapped reads, percentage of

mapped reads on target, and percentage of depth

≥ 100X. The percentage of mapped reads and the

depth of coverage were both significantly correlated

and similar between CNB and FNA samples

(r = 0.831 and r = 0.815 respectively).

3.3. Relevant validated molecular alterations are

detected in both CNB and FNA from the same

pair at high rates

Total data from NGS analysis revealed 191 variants

and 260 copy number variations (CNV). Among the

CNV, 17% (n = 43) were amplifications and 83%

(n = 217) were deletions (Fig. 3A).

Seventy-three per cent of pathogenic variants

(140/191), 49% (21/43) of amplifications and 51%

(110/217) of deletions were detected in both CNB

and FNA (Fig. 3A). Remarkably, the number of

variants detected per patient was similar in both

the corresponding CNB and FNA samples

(Fig. S4).

A high correlation between CNB and FNA regard-

ing pathogenic variants and CNV alterations was

observed. For pathogenic variants, the correlation of

allelic frequencies was 0.743; for CNV alterations,

90% of pairs of FNA and CNB showed a significant

correlation of copy number profiles at false detection

rate (FDR) 5% (Fig. 4A,B).

After validation to identify pathogenic variants

from the total data (‘validated data’), 85 pathogenic

variants and 38 CNV alterations (n = 23 amplifica-

tions and n = 15 homozygous deletions) were subse-

quently retained as clinically relevant (Fig. 3B and

Table S2). Among them, the rate of alterations

detected in both CNB and FNA from the same pair

increases compared to total data: 81% (69/85) patho-

genic variants were commonly detected in pairs, 91%

(21/23) of amplifications and 53% (8/15) of homozy-

gous deletions (‘concordant’ alterations, Fig. 3B). In

total, 98 (80%) validated pathogenic alterations were

concordant between CNB and FNA. TP53 was the

most frequently altered gene (32 alterations), followed

by PIK3CA (11 alterations), KRAS, and ESR1 (11

alterations each) and CDKN2A/CDKN2B (8 alter-

ations) (Table S2). Interestingly, 71% of patients (43/

61) showed no discordant molecular result between

Fig. 2. Distribution of cancer types (A) and biopsy sites (B) of the 61 patients screened.
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CNB and FNA samples after NGS analysis

(Table S2).

3.4. Analysis of both CNB and FNA samples

successfully identified actionable targets

Actionable molecular alterations represented 57% (70/

123) of all validated alterations. Among them, 76%

(53/70) were concordant between CNB and FNA ver-

sus 13% (16/123) of discordant actionable molecular

targets (Table 1 and Table S1). Discordances con-

cerned 14 patients and were mainly related to CNV,

particularly to heterozygous and homozygous dele-

tions. Of note, the underevaluation of the alterations

was not exclusively specific to FNA (7 alterations in

FNA versus 9 for CNB, Table 1).

4. Discussion

Biopsies are the gold standard material to establish a

diagnosis and to perform molecular profiling in preci-

sion oncology [1–3,33,33]. Yet it is estimated that

around 30% of advanced cancer patients remain

unbiopsiable or samples fail to pass quality controls

(i.e., insufficient material, low tumour cellularity, poor

DNA quality and/or quantity) [1,2,34–36]. This

restricts the access to precision medicine trials, high-

lighting the need to optimize other sample types for

molecular profiling. Among the other sample types,

liquid biopsies or cytology samples such a FNA are

being more and more used in the clinical practice.

However, although the least invasive procedure, liquid

biopsies still have limits to their use in clinics as
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Fig. 3. Alterations common and specific to CNB and FNA, before and after validation by the biologists. For mutations within tumour

suppressor genes, only homozygous mutations are considered, except in cases where no mutation is detected in a sample from a pair, and
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compared to FNA, as the circulating tumour DNA

(ctDNA) extracted is polluted with constitutional

DNA, tumour content cannot be estimated, histology

stainings cannot be performed, and tumour hetero-

geneity cannot be studied.

In the current study, we prospectively analysed the

relevant molecular alterations detected in concomitant

CNB and FNA sample pairs obtained from a series of

patients enrolled in the SHIVA02 trial, using an in-

house NGS-based gene panel.

First, by comparing QCs related to CNB and FNA

sample types, we observed that both DNA (concentra-

tion, ratios, quality) and NGS QCs (read number,

mapped reads and depth of coverage) showed no dif-

ference between CNB and FNA, underlying their

equivalent suitability for molecular assays. We noticed

a difference regarding tumour cell content between

CNB and FNA samples, which could be explained by

the difference in references used for the evaluation of

tumour cell percentage (i.e., over total cells including

stroma for CNB versus cytospot surface for FNA).

However, it is important to note that for our molecu-

lar analysis, cellularity did not affect the quality and

quantity of DNA needed, or the quality of targeted

NGS required in our study.

Molecular alterations were successfully detected by

targeted NGS followed by data analysis, in both CNB

and FNA sample types among patients. The data anal-

ysis consisted in a first step of bioinformatics analysis

(so-called ‘Total data’) and in a second step of valida-

tion of the Total data according to an algorithm (so-

called ‘Validated data’).

The bioinformatics analysis (Total data) showed a

significant correlation between CNB and FNA regard-

ing both the detection of pathogenic variants and

CNV alterations. Seventy-three per cent of pathogenic

variants, 49% of amplifications and 51% of deletions

were commonly detected in corresponding CNB and

FNA pairs. Remarkably, after validation and selection

of driver molecular alterations (validated data), the

rate of common alterations detected between CNB and

FNA from the same pair considerably increased up to

81% of pathogenic variants, 91% of amplifications

and 53% of deletions. For pathogenic variants, this

rate is in accordance with previous studies [14,19,24].

To our knowledge, no previous data exist on CNV.

Our results highlight the leading role of a NGS data

validation step, in order to take into account driver

molecular alterations, and discard noise and irrelevant

alterations (i.e., variants of uncertain significance). It is

important to note that the remaining discordances

between CNB and FNA did not depend on sample

type (CNB or FNA) and mainly concerned deletions

usually conditioned by tumour cellularity. We also

showed that the discordances and success of molecular

profiling did not depend on tumour type or biopsy

localization.

Altogether, these observations underlie the equal

reliability of both sample types for the identification of

clinically relevant molecular alterations in tumour

cells.

In this study, only metastasis samples were analysed.

In fact, for theranostic purposes and in order to

include patients with metastatic tumours in early trials

Table 1. Detailed description of validated and actionable alterations discordant between CNB or FNA.

Gene CNB result FNA result Patient ID Tumour location Biopsy site

CDKN2A Homozygous deletion Homozygous deletion 19 Anal canal Liver

CDKN2A/B Homozygous deletion Normal 10 Stomach Liver

CDKN2A/B Homozygous deletion Homozygous deletion 16 Breast Lung

EGFR NA Amplification 43 Cervix Peritoneum

FGFR1 Gain Amplification 3 Breast Lymph node

KRAS Heterozygous mutation WT 9 Pancreas Liver

MAP2K4 Homozygous deletion Heterozygous deletion 49 Breast Liver

MAP2K4 Homozygous mutation Heterozygous mutation 55 Breast Liver

NF1 Heterozygous mutation Homozygous mutation 19 Anal canal Liver

PIK3CA Absent Heterozygous mutation 5 Pancreas Liver

PIK3CA Heterozygous mutation Absent 50 Colon Liver

PIK3R1 Homozygous deletion Heterozygous deletion 2 Ovary Liver

PIK3R1 Homozygous mutation Heterozygous mutation 46 Breast Liver

PTEN Heterozygous mutation Homozygous mutation 6 Breast Subcutaneous

PTEN Normal Homozygous deletion 27 Muscle Peritoneum

PTEN Homozygous deletion Normal 46 Breast Liver
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to give matched targeted therapy, molecular analyses

on metastasis seem more relevant. However, it could

be interesting to perform the same study on primary

tumours as they might have a higher variability of

clones than in the metastasis, the latest originating

from one major clone under treatment selection.

Indeed, two samples (CNB and FNA) taken from the

primitive tumour could harbour a higher heterogeneity

and show more molecular discordances compared to

the metastasis [37,38].

Four patients out of 61 did not harbour any rele-

vant validated molecular alteration (patients 1, 23, 41

and 45). For these cases, sampling procedures were

successful, except for patient 45 for which the biopsied

lesion appeared to be a nontumoral lymph node rather

than a metastasis (which was lately confirmed by PET

scan). Histologies were validated by the pathologists,

and no anomaly was reported during NGS process.

The absence of validated molecular alterations in these

samples could therefore either be explained by the

absence of alterations at the DNA level in these

tumours, or by a lack of coverage of the altered genes

in the targeted panel used.

Two patients had targetable alterations detected

only in FNA: patient 19 and patient 27. Patient 19

had a homozygous deletion of CDKN2A only detected

in the FNA, while a heterozygous deletion of

CDKN2A was found in the CNB. This result still led

to orientation to a treatment by CDK4-6 inhibitor

(Palbociclib) in the frame of SHIVA-02, but unfortu-

nately, the patient died one month later. Patient 27

harboured an homozygous deletion of PTEN in FNA

sample only but not in the CNB. This result did not

affect the decision taken within the SHIVA02 molecu-

lar board (which is only based on alterations found in

CNB), as PTEN inactivation is not part of the treat-

ment algorithm. Yet, this new result led to a discussion

in the local Molecular Tumour Board (MTB) for even-

tual treatment by mTOR inhibitor [39].

These discordances between molecular results from

CNB and FNA could be explained by intratumoral

heterogeneity [37,38,40], as CNB and FNA were taken

from spatially separated points within the tumour (see

Tumour sample collection and processing).

Among validated alterations across all the samples,

TP53, PIK3CA, KRAS, ESR1 and CDKN2A/B were the

most frequently altered genes, which is in accordance

with the tumour types screened, as the majority were

metastatic breast, colon and pancreas cancers [41,42].

Regarding targetable alterations found among validated

data, the same repartition of alterations across the differ-

ent cellular pathways was observed between CNB and

FNA samples. The most affected signalling pathways

were the MAPK and the PTEN/PI3K/AKT/mTOR

pathways, which are related to the most frequently

altered genes found among the samples, and are in accor-

dance with the genomic characteristics of the tumour

types analysed (i.e., mainly breast, pancreas and colon

cancers) [43,44]. These observations reflect once again

the relevance of the data validation step and confirm the

reliability of FNA samples for detection of relevant and

actionable molecular alterations in patients suffering

from advanced cancer.

5. Conclusions

Our results show that: (a) both CNB and FNA sam-

ples are suitable for molecular analysis, with the same

DNA and NGS qualities; (b) relevant validated molec-

ular alterations are equally detected in both CNB and

FNA samples from the same patient, with a higher

consistency after than before validation of data; and

(c) actionable targets were identified in both CNB and

FNA. We demonstrated the feasibility of real-time

molecular screening of biomarkers from FNA samples

and incorporation into clinical workflows to orientate

diagnosis or therapeutic decisions. Finally, our study

also emphasizes the critical role of data analysis and

validation of relevant molecular alterations in order to

have reliable, comparable data between different sam-

ple types.

With the increasing need to identify tumour-specific

molecular alterations to improve diagnosis and treat-

ment algorithms for personalized therapy, FNA sam-

ples can be of critical utility, especially for patients

with nonbiopsiable lesions or advanced diseases where

small specimen is the only material available, or, when

performed in parallel to CNB, molecular profiling on

FNA could allow to save tissue material for other pur-

poses. This could open the doors of NGS analyses and

new therapeutic options to more patients.
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Fig. S1. Representation of sample acquisition in cancer

patients. Concomitant FNA and CNB are performed

during the same procedure. A 22 Gauge needle is

inserted into the guide needle to perform the first sam-

pling (1) which is the FNA. Then, an 18 or 16 Gauge

cutting needle is inserted into the guide needle to per-

form the CNB. The second sampling corresponding to

CNB is performed close from the first FNA sampling,

either by going deeper into the tissue with the needle

(2) or changing the needle’s angle (20).
Fig. S2. Percentages of tumour cells in CNB and FNA

samples determined by pathologists. Data are pre-

sented as mean � SEM. Mann–Whitney test was

used to compare the group of CNB samples versus

FNA samples.

Fig. S3. Repartition of DNA concentration ranges in

CNB and FNA samples analysed. Data are presented

as mean � SD. Kruskal–Wallis test followed by

Dunn’s test was used to compare CNB and FNA sam-

ples DNA concentrations within the 3 groups (<50 ng/

µl; 50-100 ng/µl and >100 ng/µl) and no significance

was found.

Fig. S4. Number of pathogenic variants detected in

CNB and FNA per patient.

Table S1. Cancer type, tumour cell percentage, and

DNA and NGS libraries quality control metrics of

CNB and FNA samples.

Table S2. Description of validated molecular alter-

ations in CNB and FNA samples of 61 patients from

the SHIVA02 trial.
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